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Abstract: BPMN has recently become a de facto standard for
modeling and design of complex software intensive processes. It is
widely used not only in the Business Process domain. Numerous
tools supporting visual edition have been developed. Despite its un-
questionable advantages the semantic analysis of logical properties
seems to be one of the weaknesses of this formalism. In order to
assure reliable process execution the overall structure of the graph
and its logical operation should be verified.
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1. Introduction
Modern decision support and process management sys-
tems become more and more complex. In numerous areas
of business and technological applications incredibly so-
phisticated software-intensive systems can be observed.
Such systems are often made intelligent by incorporation
of Artificial Intelligence tools and techniques [1]. In areas
such as process management, control, optimization, diag-
nosis and management use of intelligent systems may be
crucial for achieving technological superiority [2]. Applica-
tion areas range from human-computer interaction systems
(e.g. urban traffic control), through production manage-
ment, to computer-intensive applications (such as Internet,
telecommunication, navigation).

In order to assure smooth performance of such systems,
some qualitative requirements are imposed on them from
an early design stage. Most typical approach consists in
specifying a demand for safety – whatever happens, the
system should assure that nothing harmful will happen,
reliability — the system should do its job right, and
efficiency — the system should be as productive as possible.

In order to make easier design and development system
of high quality advanced software engineering approaches
are in use. One direction consists in employing visual design
tools [3–5]. This trend is observed especially within the
domains of Rule-Based Systems including Business Rules [6,
7]; HaDEs is an example of a modern dedicated environment
for visual design [8] and HQEd is a visual rule editor [4].
Also application of UML can be considered [9]. Another
possibility consists in structuring the rule-base into easy
to analysis and inference control components [10]. Both
methods can be applied for analysis and control of Business
Rules and Business Processes [3].

Another direction consists in application of formal
methods and logical verification of required properties
[11–14]. In this paper an extension of such methods coming
from the area of verification of Rule-Based Systems towards
BPMN is considered.

2. BPMN Systems Quality
BPMN stands for Business Process Modeling Notation.
It is composed of a set of graphical symbols, such as
links modeling workflow, splits and joins, events and boxes
symbolizing data processing. It constitutes a transparent
visual tool for modeling complex processes promoted by
OMG [15]. In Fig. 1 an example BPMN diagram for a
decision process is specified.
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Fig. 1. An example BPMN diagram — specification of a decision
support system

Rys. 1. Przykładowy diagram BPMN — specyfikacja systemu wspo-
magania decyzji

Since BPMN allows for modeling data and control flow
(including activities, splits and joins of data flow, condi-
tional operations, loops, event-triggered actions, paths and
communication processes) [16], in practice arbitrarily com-
plex systems can be modeled. On the other hand, however,
attempts at more rigorous analysis become problematic. A
first attempt can be done with use of Business Rules [17].
However, it is in general hard to assure correct behavior
of the system through simple rule-based off-line analysis
since the workflow specification is more complex and the
semantics is not defined in terms of logic. Translation to
verifiable languages can be another possibility [14], but due
to numerous components in BPMN 2.0 it becomes tedious
and problematic.

A BPMN diagram can model arbitrarily complex pro-
cesses. It is crucial to assure correctness of a BPMN speci-
fication. Apart from external consistency validation (i.e.
whether or not the diagram models correctly the exter-
nal system in a complete and consistent way, does not
introduce any non-existent features, and there is isomor-
phism between those two), a crucial issue is the internal
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consistency requirement. It is further composed of the fol-
lowing requirements: (i) structural correctness, (ii) logical
correctness, and (iii) reachability of each end point.

The structural correctness is defined as a set of require-
ments for the so-called well-formed BPMN diagram [18].
In fact, structural correctness allows to define the syn-
tax of meaningful BPMN diagrams. Example constraints
are as follows: a starting point has no incoming links, an
end point has no outgoing links, any task node has exactly
one incoming and one outcoming link, etc. More details
can be found in [18]. The diagram presented in Fig. 1 is
structurally correct.

However, even having correct structure, the process
can gone wrong due to unserved data or wrong workflow
control, for example. For example, if the output produced
by one task is not accepted by the next task in turn, the
process cannot be executed. Similarly, if at some split node
the current data does not satisfy any split condition, the
control will not be passed further on. An attempt of some
minimal requirements for logical correctness must include
(i) correct work of process components (tasks), (ii) assuring
data flow between tasks, (iii) correct work of splits, (iv)
correct work of merge nodes, and finally — (v) termination
of the overall process; for details see [18].

Finally, reachability refers to dynamic properties of the
system; each termination point must be reachable (at least
potentially); in other case it is useless, and the goal assigned
to it will never be reached. For intuition, reachability means
that each part of the BPMN diagram defines a live workflow
— one that can be executed for certain data.

Reachability can be modeled with use of tokens [19]. It
can be also defined in a recursive way as follows [18]:
– any start node s is trivially reachable; it is simultaneously

initiated by assigning it current input data satisfying
formula φ;

– consider a task T defined with some action/algorithm;
its output node is reachable if and only if its input node
is reachable with restriction formula φ, such that the
algorithm always produces the output;

– the case of split nodes:
– an output node of an exclusive split node correspond-

ing to a branch defined by switching condition qi is
reachable if and only if its input node is reachable
with restriction formula φ, and φ |= qi; note that for a
given φ only one output node can be reachable, and
for correct exclusive split nodes exactly one can be
reached for a particular current data;

– an output node of an inclusive split node correspond-
ing to a branch defined by switching condition qi is
reachable if and only if its input node is reachable with
restriction formula φ, and φ |= qi,

– any output node of a parallel split node is reachable,
if and only if its input node is reachable.

– the case of merge nodes:
– the output node of an exclusive merge node is reachable

if and only if at least one of its input nodes is reachable,
and the conjunction of input formula φi and the link
condition pi is satisfied,

– the output node of an inclusive merge node is reachable
if and only if at least one of its input nodes is reachable,

and the conjunction of input formula φi and the link
condition pi is satisfied,

– the output node of a parallel merge node is reachable
if and only if all of it input nodes are reachable, and
the conjunctive input formula is satisfiable.

Some further requirements may refer to minimal rep-
resentation, optimal decomposition, robustness, optimal
results and optimal execution. In order to answer these
questions one must (i) assure correct work of all the com-
ponents (activities/processes), (ii) assure correctness of
data flow between components, (iii) assure correct infer-
ence control (w.r.t. split and join operations), (iv) check if
the static structure of the diagram is correct and, finally
(v) check if all this combined together will work, i.e. the
inference process is not blocked at some point (e.g. due to
a deadlock).

3. Concluding Remarks
A note on requirements for correct specification and devel-
opment of BPMN diagrams is presented. Both structural,
logical, and dynamic characteristics are taken into account.
The main focus is on specification of correct components
and correct dataflow as well as correct flow control. Global
termination conditions are specified in a recursive way.
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Przyczynek do analizy diagramów BPMN
Streszczenie: BPMN staje się powoli standardem de facto w mode-
lowaniu i projektowaniu procesów zawierających istotne komponenty
programowe. Jest powszechnie stosowany nie tylko dla modelowa-
nia procesów biznesowych. Zaimplementowano wiele narzędzi
wspomagających wizualne projektowanie diagramów BPMN. Nie-
stety, pomimo niezaprzeczalnych sukcesów semantyka BPMN
i analiza własności logicznych stanowią ciągle słabe strony. Aby
zapewnić niezawodną pracę systemów, należy przeprowadzić for-
malną analizę systemu.
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mowa, Weryfikacja Systemów, Bezpieczeństwo, Niezawodność,
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